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1. Introduction 
Let k be a field of characteristic zero, g a Lie algebra over k and f~ Z’(g, k), the 
group of k-valued 2-cocycles on g. Let g(f) denote the corresponding ‘twisted 
enveloping algebra’ of g. (As a k-vector space, g(f) 2: g(O), the universal enveloping 
algebra of g, but the multiplication in g(f) is defined by, for X, y E g, 
XY -YX =rx, Yl+fk Y).) 
If k is algebraically closed and g is solvable then 
(1) [l, Theorem 2.61, 1 gl dim g(f) = sup dimk lj, as $ runs through the family of 
subalgebras of g for which fj$x tj is a coboundary (or equivalently for which 
h(f) = b(O)), 
(2) [l, Corollary 2.8],1 Krull dim g(f> = I gl dim g(fl. 
In this note we show how Bhatwadekar’s proofs of these two results can be 
simplified. Our method is to prove the global dimension and Krull dimension results 
simultaneously in an inductive argument which uses each in the proof of the other. 
Thus we have another example of the interplay between these two dimensions. 
2. 
We follow the notation and conventions of [l]. Let g be a solvable Lie algebra and 
denote the algebraic closure of k by f2. If fE Z’(g, k), then, as in [l], R @k g(f) may 
be regarded as gn(fn>, where gn = fi Ok g and fn E Z’(gn, a). Consider the follow- 
ing assertions. 
G,: If k is algebraically closed and dimk g = m, then 1 gl dim g(f) = sup dim,, h ($ 
as above). 
GA: If dimk g = m, then 1 gl dim g(f) = I gl dim gn(fn). 
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K ,,,: If k is algebraically closed and dimt g = m, then 1 Kiull dim g(j) = 
I gl dim g(f). 
K;: If dimt g = m, then 1 Krull dim g(f) = I Krull dim gn(fn). 
(I) G, * GL as in the proof of [l, Theorem 2.71. 
(II) G, 3 K,,, as in the proof of [l, Corollary 2.81. 
(III) G, 3 KA. If L is any extension field of k then, since gL(fr) is a free left (or 
right) module over g(f) with g(f) as a direct summand, 1 Krull dim gL(fL)> 
I Krull dim g(f). So in particular this holds for L = f2. Now, as in the proof of [l, 
Theorem 2.71, there is a finite extension L of k such that 
But 
1 Krull dim gn(fo) ( = dimn h’ = dimL h) s I Krull dim gr(fr). 
1 Krull dim gr(f=) s I Krull dim gL(fL) as a module over g(j), 
c 1 Krull dim g(f), 
since gL(fL) is a finitely generated module over g(f). 
(IV) Proof of G,. G, is true for m = 1 so suppose G, is true for m Cn and 
consider G,. Bhatwadekar divides the proof of G, into four cases and it is case 2 
which has the most difficult proof. As in [ 11, Theorem 2.1 Case 2 there is a Lie algebra 
g’ (which is an ideal of g of codimension one) containing a one-dimensional central 
ideal kx with f(x, g’) = 0. If T = k[x] - 0 we may form the localisation g’(f>r. The crux 
in [l] is to show that 
(*) 1 gl dim g’(f)= < 1 gl dim g’(f). 
We prove this by proving the corresponding inequality for Krull dimension. As in [ 11, 
g’(f>r may be regarded as g”(j”) over the field k(x) where g” = k(x) Ok g’/kx and so 
dimkc,, g” = n - 2 where n = dimk g. Hence 
1 gl dim g’(f)= = 1 Krull dim g’(f)r byGL_*, K,,-2 and Kl,_2, 
s I Krull dim g’(f) by quotient ring properties, 
c 1 gl dim g’(f) 
by the theorem of J-E. Roos quoted in the last part of [l]. Thus, to prove (*), it is 
sufficient to show that 
I Krull dim g’ (f)r < 1 Krull dim g’(f) 
which follows from the following lemma. 
Lemma. Let R be a filtered k-algebra such that the associated graded algebra is a 
finitely generated commutative algebra. Let x E Centre R with x being transcendental 
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over k and no element of T = k[x]-0 being a zero divisor in R. Then 
1 Krull dim RT < 1 Krull dim R. 
Proof. By the hypothesis on R, 1 Krull dim R < 00. Let 1~ II be left ideals of RT 
such that I/I, is a (non-zero) simple RT-module. Let J = I n R and J1 = II n R. 
Claim. J/J1 does not have finite length over R. If J/J1 had finite length over R, then 
by Quillen’s Lemma, [2, Lemma 2.6.41, on J/J1 left multiplication by x would be 
algebraic over k. Hence on I/Z, left multiplication by x would be algebraic over k, 
since I/I1 = Rr OR J/J1. But I/I1 is a module over k(x) so left multiplication by x is 
transcendental over k. Thus the claim is proved and the lemma is an immediate 
consequence. 
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